I. Introduction
Deep learning has a huge application domain like business application, financial application, share value prediction, image recognition, speech identification, gene and disease classification, natural language understanding, sentiment analysis etc. Deep learning totally changes the traditional way of pattern recognition, where hand crafted features are extracted from different type of object like image, audio, text etc. and the these features are feed to the simple classifier. Deep learning architecture uses neural network with multiple hidden layer and in each layer multiple non-linear operations are performed. In deep learning a hierarchy of trainable feature extraction and transform is used for lower level to higher level feature. In image recognition, lower level feature like pixel and middle level features like edge or motif and higher level feature like image part and finally object is used in different hierarchy. In deep learning these layer feature hierarchy is generated by learning algorithm. Deep learning, sometimes called end-to-end learning has three types of deep architecture FeedForward, Feed-Back and Bi-Directional. Selection of deep architecture is a trade off in between time complexity and space complexity. The beginning of research and development deep learning started in early 1970's where deep network based Group Method of Data Handling was developed by Ivakhnenko. In 1980's the efficient back-propagation algorithm is used to optimize cost and for the development of Convolution Neural Network. In 1995 supervised recurrent Deep Learner was developed. In the decade of 2000-2010, improved Convolution Neural Network with GPU (Graphics Processor Unit) support was developed. One of the main advantages of deep learning is, we can design deep learning for Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning and Reinforcement Learning. As the human learning system is an unsupervised learning system the future research trends of deep learning depend upon the development of deep unsupervised learning.
II. Various software libraries in Deep Learning and Applications
Deep Learning is a branch of Artificial Intelligence based on many efficient algorithms mainly for unsupervised learning. Deep learning uses the lower level features to learn and form higher levels of the hierarchy. There are various frameworks that support machine learning algorithms under this platform- 
III. Deep Learning Applications in Business
Deep Learning is that domain of Computer Science which exploits the huge historical data available with the business organization to train the algorithms. These trained algorithms will help in finding market trends like producing the right product, promoting it at the right time to the right customer base as well as cost cutting of the production and reducing time for servicing.
Deep Learning has huge application in the domain of Medical Science which includes accurate and quick diagnoses, mining medical data for faster treatment [16] . Deep learning is used to identify how genetic variations lead to disease, and accordingly providing personalized medicine and therapies. Deep learning is a boom in the field of finance; it helps in managing trading systems, producing robust trading algorithms and prediction of economic developments [17] . Even deep learning is used for image classification, weather forecasting etc.
IV. Conclusion
This article is a review of various API used in deep learning. Their brief overview with pros and cons are discussed. Torch, Theano, TensorFlow and Caffe are the deep learning libraries which are used by the big software industries like Facebook, Google etc. This is an article to introduce the concept of unsupervised Feature Learning and popular libraries for deep learning.
